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AIM
Reduce the number of septic and private water
abandonments that are completed more than 30
days after Building Department demolition
inspection or sewer/water cutover inspection.

Identify Potential Solutions
The group generated a fishbone diagram by
brainstorming causes of delays. Our categories
were Processes, People, Polices and Communications. Using the fishbone we then completed a
control and influence matrix. This matrix allowed
the group to focus on controllable processes and
identify externals that were out of our control.
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Check

Check the Results

- Monitor number of submitted
abandonment permits.
- Check timespan from submission to completion.

Examine the Current Problems


Develop an Improvement Plan
Using the data from the control and influence matrix the
group identified potential solutions for the problems we
have influence over. The group identified communication of abandonment requirements as a primary cause
for delays. The group also identified internal processes
that could be modified to improve workflows.
Proposed Action Items
 Create factsheet for contractors/
Do homeowners to educate them on requirements.
 Update/create SOG for sewer/water
changeover.
 Create notification in Energov to identify submitted
applications that require abandonment. Generate
sub permit in workflow. Mail documentation/
instructions packet to identified property owners.

Communications

Perform
Metric

# of sewer/water cutovers or demolitions completed / # abandonment inspections greater than 30 days after
final cutover/demolition.

4th Qtr 2019: 5 inspections /1 exceed 30 days.
1st Qtr 2020: 2 inspections / 0 exceed 30 days.
Conduct training for stakeholders to reinAct force process.
If delays appear in completion of abandonment reach out to specific owners/
contractors to address training.
Conduct outreach training as required for water
system operators and village waste water utilities.

2019 Itinerary QI Project
Plan

Step 1: Getting Started– Features of the inSITE time tracking system
were underutilized resulting in data entry errors, undo burden to administrative staff, and delayed reporting.
Step 2: Assemble the Team– The team, led by Katrina Stapleton, consisted of a member from each division: Jennifer Bauer, Bethany Bertsch,
Katie Horner, JD Crowe, and Tom Racke. AIM: To improve the efficiency
of the itinerary process by reducing the amount of data entry errors by
limiting the program and activity code combinations by 1/1/20; reduce
the amount of administrator time spent on reporting by 80% in 2020;
and reduce the amount of late entries by 60% in 2020.
Step 3: Examine the Current Approach– The team identified problems

with each step of the current process of users entering time in inSITE
and a system administrator auditing the entries certifying the data for
reporting. Issues included too many entry options, not all staff being
able to enter data from the field and the value of political subdivision
coding. The process of auditing the entries was cumbersome and the
administrator was not sure what program and activity combinations belong together. These issues with the first two steps in the process resulted in reports not being timely and accurate.
Step 4: Identify Potential Solutions– Possible solutions for issues in the
user entry process included limiting the activity codes available under
each program code, developing an offline template to import entries,
and more consistent training. To alleviate the need for inspectors to
code each inspection separately, the use of data from alternate sources
could be explored. The approval process could be improved by having
each division determine what combinations of program and activity
codes belong together and reminding staff to have inSITE time entered
when timesheets are submitted. Activity codes would be adjusted to
better align with the AFR reporting categories.

Step 5: Develop an Improvement Theory– Limiting the combinations of
program and activity codes will result in fewer data entry errors, thus
reducing the administrator’s time spend reconciling and correcting the
entries and allowing reports to be compiled in a timely fashion. Sending
reminder emails will expedite reporting. Having an administrator train
new staff on how to code time will improve the accuracy and of data.

Do
Step 6: Test the Theory– Beginning 4/22/19, the Fiscal Officer began
including a reminder to enter time in inSITE with the payroll closing
email. As of 1/12/20, program and activity codes were limited.

Check
Step 7: Study the Results– Prior to limiting the activities codes for each
program, the average number of possible combinations available to
each work group was 5,355. after limiting the combinations available,
the average number of combinations dropped to 154. From 2012
through April if 2019, all staff had their time entered by the end of the
pay period 10%* of the time (*no data for 2017). Sending reminders
increased the frequency of timely entries to 71% (as of January 2020).

Act
Step 8: Standardize the Improvement or Develop a New TheoryUpdated coding documentation was sent to current staff and new staff
will be trained by an inSITE administrator on how to code their time to
ensure consistency across the agency.
Step 9: Establish Future Plans– The inSITE database will be updated as
new programs are established or new activity begin. Staff are always
encouraged to contact a system administrator if they realize additional
code combinations are needed.
Perform Metrics: Success will be no late entries 70% of the pay periods
and maintain an average of 96% of staff having time entered on time.
Administrator time spent on Daily Activity Reports will decrease from an
average of 11 hours per month (2012-2018) to 2 hours per month.

DO
Test the Theory
A new color coded checklist with timelines and
a standard operating guideline was created.
An employee photo directory with basic staff
information was created. Required orientation
trainings were reviewed. Director/Supervisor
Training is scheduled for 10/31/2016.

Quality Improvement

PLAN

P lease rate your orientation experience at CCPH when compared
to y our prior orientation experience(s)

CHECK

Improve Employee
Orientation Process

Check the Results

Team
The Team consisted of members from 3 of
the 5 divisions within the Health District.
Facilitator:
Amanda Myers, Operations Manager

Team Members:
Trina Stapleton, Carol Kisner, Kelly Shepherd,
Christian Jent, Doug Disbennett, Katie Bissler,
Stephanie Humphries

Examination of Current Approach
Issues with the current employee orientation
process were examined by using a cause and
effect analysis. The team divided the potential
problems into 4 categories: Process, People,
Materials and Environment. The team also
conducted a survey of all staff members who
had been with CCPH for 2 years or less. These
employees were asked to answer specific
questions about their orientation experience.
This data will be used as baseline data to check
the success of the new process.
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Identify Potential Solutions
Potential solutions included setting timelines for
checklist items, creating a staff directory,
selecting better training material for required
trainings, and creating an SOG to go along with
the checklist.

Develop an Improvement Theory
Improve the orientation process by removing
steps that are no longer necessary and adding
steps and providing documentation that will
help the new employee integrate into CCPH.
The new orientation process, combined with the
new hiring process will make new employees
feel more welcome and comfortable in their
new position. Directors/Supervisors will be
trained in the new process so that there will be
consistency among divisions and all new
employees have a positive orientation
experience.

The new orientation process will be
implemented on November 1, 2016. All new
employees will be provided with the
orientation survey at the end of their first year.
Our goal is to obtain 12 surveys of new
employees to compare to the original survey
data.

ACT
Standardize the Improvement
Theory or Develop New Theory
The committee will consider feedback from
Directors/Supervisors and survey data to
continue to improve the orientation process.

Establish Future Plans
The QI committee will meet annually to review
new survey data and continue to consider
improvements to the orientation process until
a full dataset of 12 surveys is obtained. Data
will be reviewed to see if a positive trend was
achieved in the employee orientation process.

